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INTRODUCTION

Trade promotion spending—monies paid by a manufacturer to a

retailer in return for product promotion and merchandising—has

become an enormous expense category for manufacturers. For

many, it is the second largest expense behind cost of goods sold

(COGS) and often equals as much as 10–20 percent of revenue. And

what do manufacturers get in return for this investment? In many

cases, they don’t know!

Manufacturers struggle to understand the effectiveness of their trade

promotions for a variety of reasons, including limited access to the

right information, functional and informational silos that make col-

laboration difficult, poor processes for monitoring sales lift driven

by trade promotions, and an inability to compare the sales and

financial implications of multiple promotions.

The IBM Cognos Trade Promotion Management (TPM) Performance

Blueprint provides a performance management framework—including

planning, metrics, and reporting—that enables manufacturers to opti-

mize trade promotion effectiveness and ROI. The Blueprint lets brand

managers and sales executives evaluate multiple scenarios and plan the

mix of promotional activity that will yield the greatest return on

investment. They can monitor how a given promotion is performing

and change course mid-stream if necessary. And they can analyze and

evaluate trade promotions effectiveness, then apply lessons learned

from one cycle to future planning.
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BLUEPRINT OBJECTIVES

With the IBM Cognos Trade Promotion Management Performance Blueprint, manufacturers can evaluate

promotion options based on financial impact, monitor promotion results, and analyze across promotions to

optimize return on their trade promotion investments. The use of a single, integrated solution ensures that

all departments—such as sales, marketing, category management, and production—are aligned with one

another. The Blueprint extends the planning process beyond finance to sales and marketing management—

the people at the corporate, regional, or district level that are accountable for performance.

Key IBM Cognos 8 Planning Benefits

• Flexible model development to support a wide variety of planning models.

• Web- or Excel-based deployment of models for data collection and consolidation.

• Easy version control.

• Real-time workflow to enhance collaboration.

• Real-time consolidation.

• Real-time reporting.

• Real-time browser-based calculations to provide immediate results.

• Audit and user text annotations at cell, worksheet, and model levels to further improve collaboration.

• Drop-down validation lists to ensure data consistency.

• Scalable architecture with proven deployments to thousands of users.

• Linking functionality to provide divergent, yet interrelated components of planning environment.

• Off-line capabilities.

• Custom date capabilities with no limit on the time dimension, allowing planning by the week, season,

period, quarter, or year.

• Unique multi-directional calculation engine that allows input across any dimension at the detail level or

the total level.
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PROMOTION ANALYSIS

Brand managers, account executives, and channel managers have tailored access to information based on

their role in the organization. They can access a “Start of My Day” dashboard (1) which gives them snap-

shots of metrics (2), summary reports (3) and alerts to actions (4) that need to be taken.
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Drilling down on the alert takes the promotions manager to a more detailed analysis of promotions. The pro-

motion manager has immediate visibility into the effectiveness of particular promotions and can then use this

analysis to move forward in the planning process.

REAL-TIME WORKFLOW VISIBILITY

As brand managers, account executives, and channel managers make changes to product-based or customer-

based promotions, upper level managers have real-time visibility to the workflow status of plans company-

wide.

In the example below, “All Brand Promotions” is the parent for the four main brands of our hypothetical

fruit juice company. This offers marketing management and executives the ability to quickly see the status of

brand managers’ promotion plans. Additionally, for “Key Customers,” the workflow state is available

regarding any promotions planned through our key account managers. All workflow status changes, data

consolidations, and aggregations occur in real-time—without a batch process—which drives down the time

needed to perform the planning iteration.



Before data is entered, state of the plan is Not started. Once a plan is saved, the state becomes Work

in Progress, and remains accessible for further editing. When an item is submitted, the plan is Locked and

no more changes can be made. The Locked state indicates that the plan is ready for review. A reviewer can

review the plan in any state, but can only reject a Locked plan item. When a locked plan is rejected, it returns

to a state of Work in Progress, making it editable once again for the brand manager or account executive.
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REPRESENTATIVE WORKFLOW

The following sections of this application brief describe the basic workflows in which a brand manager,

channel manager, or account executive might participate during the planning process. (Note: The views and

available inputs are the same for our three major types of users, but the Brand Promotions tab is only avail-

able to brand managers. As with any Blueprint, views and inputs can be edited to meet specific needs.)

Brand Promotions

This tab offers a brand manager the ability to input specific promotions applicable at the brand, category, or

product level (SKU level is not present in the Blueprint, but is certainly possible as an option). There are two

pages for brand promotions. One allows input of “New Promotions,” while the other allows a manager to

leverage previous promotions and create “Repeat Promotions.” For both promotion types, the user inputs

details about specific promotions including a title, promotion type, description, status, category or product,

start- and end-dates as well as the promotion expenditure and sales and unit lift as a percentage. The status

field allows for the values “Committed” and “Proposed.” These status states are important considerations,

as they will have a financial impact on the brand’s profit-and-loss statement. Repeat promotions allow the

user to select a previous “Promotion ID” to pre-load the details of a previous promotion in the input form.

It is then possible to customize the repeat promotion with overriding values for any of the fields except

“Promotion Type.” For both new and repeat promotions, a valid product or category for the brand must be

chosen or else the financial impact of the promotion will not be included. All sales and unit impact from these

promotions are applied at the total customer level; each customer’s sales and unit forecasts are increased rel-

ative to their proportion of the base forecast for the selected product or category.

New Promotions



Repeat Promotions

Customer Promotions

The Customer Promotions tab enables brand managers to create promotions applicable to specific key cus-

tomers, customer groups, channels, or distributors. Additionally, this is the key input for promotional activ-

ity in the sales organization. Account executives and channel managers can plan specific promotions for their

customers here including items like co-op advertising and product slotting fees. Similar to brand promotions,

there is the ability to create both new and repeat promotions. For specific customers the sales and unit lift

impact is calculated against their base forecast while promotions at higher levels (e.g. “Distributors”) will be

allocated down to the members that make up the summary item, again relative to their proportion of the of

the overall sales and unit base forecast. 
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Historical Promotions

Here the user is presented with the historic details of past promotions to enable better decision-making and

serve as templates for future promotions (i.e. the “repeat promotions” feature). All key metrics for a partic-

ular promotion can be found here, including the actual performance of the promotion in terms of sales and

unit lift. Each promotion has a promotion ID as its row label which is used to drive repeat promotions. 

Monthly Impact

The Monthly Impact tab shows impact of each planned promotion. Both proposed and committed promo-

tions are included, allowing for impact analysis of each type. The view includes several details for each pro-

motion, including title, days active in each period, spend amount, base sales, and unit forecasts as well as

resulting sales and unit lift calculated from the forecast lift percentage. A promotion margin is also calculated

to help aid decision-making. Even though cost of goods sold is not currently included in this margin, it can

easily be added as required. 

Since promotions will not be active in all periods, there will often be data columns containing zero values. The

illustration below shows how using “suppress zero columns” restricts the view to only those months impacted

by a particular promotion. The example  also illustrates how the IBM Cognos TPM Blueprint supports pro-

motion activities that span more than one fiscal year with spend and lift allocated to all promotion periods

regardless of which year the period is in. The Blueprint supports promotions running more than 12 months. 
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Promotional Spend Summary

The Promotion Spend Summary tab offers the ability to review the effectiveness of overall categories of pro-

motion types. The promotion types included in the Blueprint are Merchandise Allowances, Co-Op

Advertising, Product Slotting, Scan-Downs, Market Development Funds, Volume Incentives, and Other.

These promotion types can easily be changed to reflect the in-house promotion types used by any organiza-

tion. Some of the key metrics driving promotion performance in this tab are “Trade Spend as a % of Total

Sales” and “Trade Spend as a % of Total Gross Margin.” Additionally, sales and unit lift are readily avail-

able allowing insight into those promotions whose cost may exceed the resulting financial impact to sales or

the initial “return” on the promotion.

Unit & Sales Forecast

The Unit and Sales Forecast tab contains base forecasts for all customers across all products. Additionally,

this is where sales and unit lift is allocated down through the customer and products hierarchies, depending

on planned promotion levels. As one might expect, the allocation of perhaps hundreds of promotions’ finan-

cial impact to the overall unit and sales forecast is a powerful capability. The resulting promotional sales and

unit forecast by product and customer is a key to the IBM Cognos TPM Blueprint. The Blueprint is currently

configured to perform lift allocations for committed promotions; however, proposed promotions will still

flow through to the Profit and Loss tab.
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Profit and Loss

The Profit and Loss tab provides full financial details for both brands and customers. For the brand man-

agers, this tab represents brand P&L, including lifted sales and planned promotion costs, along with other

overheads and expenses. For the account executives and channel managers, the tab represents the specific

customer or channel P&L. Profit and Loss includes scenarios as well. As seen below, users can view their

P&L with actual data, only committed promotions included, or with committed and proposed promotions

included (i.e. the Proposed scenario). Additionally there are three “what-if” scenarios where users can make

high-level changes to strategy assumptions and analyze the impact of these changes to Operating Profit.

Trade Spend Budget

The final tab in the IBM Cognos Trade Promotion Management Blueprint is Trade Spend Budget, where

details are held on what a particular brand or customer has budgeted for trade promotion spending. Actual

spend and committed spend are included to help users determine how their planned spending lines up against

the budget. In situations where a users have over-planned a particular period or had actual costs above 

budgeted costs, they will receive a handy notification that spending for that period is over budget.



ABOUT THE COGNOS INNOVATION CENTER FOR PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT

The Cognos Innovation Center was established in North America and
Europe to advance the understanding of proven planning and performance
management techniques, technologies, and practices. The Innovation Center
is dedicated to transforming routine performance management practices into
“next practices” that help cut costs, streamline processes, boost productivity,
enable rapid response to opportunity, and increase management visibility.

Staffed globally by experts in planning, technology, and performance and
strategy management, the Innovation Center partners with more than
600 Cognos customers, academicians, industry leaders, and others
seeking to accelerate adoption, reduce risk, and maximize the impact of
technology-enabled performance management practices.

ABOUT COGNOS, AN IBM COMPANY

Cognos, an IBM company, is the world leader in business intelligence
and performance management solutions. It provides world-class enter-
prise planning and BI software and services to help companies plan,
understand and manage financial and operational performance. Cognos
was acquired by IBM in February 2008. For more information, visit
http://www.cognos.com.

All of the top 10 automakers and 19 of the top 20 consumer packaged
goods companies have implemented Cognos performance management
software to improve and direct corporate performance. Consumer
Goods Technology (CGT) Magazine readers named Cognos the “Top
Pure Play Business Intelligence Vendor” in 2007. START-IT magazine
included Cognos on the “Hottest Companies” list two years in a row. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Visit the Cognos Web site at www.cognos.com/manufacturing

REQUEST A CALL
To request a call or ask a question, go to www.cognos.com/contactme A
Cognos representative will respond to your enquiry within two business days.
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http://forms.cognos.com/?elqPURLPage=2075&amp;offid=contactus_collateral&amp;mc=-web_collateral
www.cognos.com/manufacturing

